We try to make the world healthier and achieve a world without diseases together.

KOFIH promotes international cooperation and realizes humanitarianism in healthcare. As a public organization under the Ministry of Health and Welfare, the foundation has been implementing a governmental healthcare support program for developing countries, North Korea, overseas Koreans, workers abroad and foreign countries affected by natural disasters. It also runs the Lee Jong-wook Fellowship Program who is the late 6th secretary general to inherit his spirit.

KOFIH will continue the effort to take the lead in international healthcare service together with people, governments, NGOs and related organizations until people at every corner of the world can have access to healthy lives.

KOFIH plays a role in giving health back to the people in the world.

We have heard a story about delaying the birth registration of a child for years in case of child’s death and a story about a mother comforting her sick child by stroking the stomach due to lack of medicine. They sound like ancient tales but they were very common until 50 years ago representing the poor Korean healthcare condition.

Now is the time to return the favor to other countries in need by providing the help that we received. KOFIH plays a role in giving health back to the people in the world.

KOFIH wants to present healthy mornings to the people in the world. If you have further questions, visit kofih.org.

The people around the globe can be healthier thanks to your interest.
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